Abstract. This paper deals with the Hermitian H(A) and skew-Hermitian part S(A) of a complex matrix A. We characterize all complex matrices A such that H(A), respectively S(A), is a potent matrix. Two approaches are used: characterizations of idempotent and tripotent Hermitian matrices of the form X Y * Y 0 , and a singular value decomposition of A. In addition, a relation between the potency of H(A), respectively S(A), and the normality of A is also studied.
In this paper we first characterize all complex matrices A ∈ C n×n satisfying one of the following conditions:
• H(A) k+1 = H(A) for some k ∈ N, • S(A) k+1 = S(A) for some k ∈ N.
Recall that a square matrix X is said to be a potent matrix (more precisely, a {k + 1}-potent matrix) if there exists k ∈ N such that X k+1 = X. If a {k + 1}-potent matrix X is nonsingular then X k = I; such matrices are said to be of finite order. Some properties of {k + 1}-potent matrices can be found in [15, 23, 24] . Thus, in other words, we characterize all complex square matrices whose Hermitian/skew-Hermitian parts are potent matrices (in particular, matrices of finite order). In addition, a singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to present another characterization; one example illustrates this result. Later, we shall state a relation between the potency of H(A) or S(A) and the normality of A.
The next result, which can be easily checked, will be useful in further considerations. Lemma 1.1. Let X ∈ C n×n be a {k + 1}-potent matrix where k ∈ N.
(a) If X is a Hermitian matrix then X 3 = X when k is even, and X 2 = X when k is odd. (b) If X is a skew-Hermitian matrix then X 3 = −X when k is a multiple of 4, and X = 0 when k is not a multiple of 4.
Part (a) of Lemma 1.1 assures that the analysis of the idempotency and tripotency of the Hermitian part of a complex matrix solves the proposed problem for every arbitrary power of the Hermitian part. Analogously, part (b) of Lemma 1.1 reduces the study of the {k + 1}-potency of the skew-Hermitian part to the case when k is a multiple of 4.
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When is the Hermitian/skew-Hermitian part of a matrix a potent matrix? 97 the analysis of such matrices is reduced to the analysis of involutory matrices (for Hermitian matrices) and skew-involutory matrices (for skew-Hermitian matrices).
Obviously, H(iA) = iS(A) for all square matrices A, where i denotes the imaginary unit. Therefore, the study of the {k + 1}-potency of S(A) reduces to the study of the {k + 1}-potency of −iH(iA).
2. Powers of the Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts. Let N (A) be the null space of a matrix A ∈ C n×n , N (A) ⊥ its orthogonal complement and R(A) the range of A. We start this section with some interesting particular cases.
(1) Hermitian matrices: A * = A. In this case,
(2) Normal matrices: AA * = A * A. In this case, A = U DU * for some unitary matrix U and some diagonal matrix
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries consisting of the real parts of elements in σ(A). So,
U is unitary and C is a nonsingular matrix. In this case,
, where U C is unitary and D C is diagonal with real entries. So,
(4) Nonsingular matrices: If A is nonsingular then A * is also nonsingular. Hence,
, that is, A is an EP matrix. Notice that the matrix C in (3) has the same size as A. Thus,
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We want to extend these observations to a general matrix A. The next lemma will be crucial in our characterizations of the {k + 1}-potency of the Hermitian and skewHermitian parts (cf. [16, Corollary 6] ).
Lemma 2.1. Let A ∈ C n×n be a matrix of rank r < n. Then there exist T ∈ C r×r , Y ∈ C (n−r)×r , and a unitary matrix U ∈ C n×n such that
Proof. Let {v 1 , . . . , v r } be an orthonormal basis of N (A) ⊥ and let {v r+1 , . . . , v n } be an orthonormal basis of N (A). Let U be the unitary matrix whose columns are the vectors v 1 , . . . , v r , v r+1 , . . . , v n . The block of the first r columns will be denoted by U 1 and the block of the last n − r columns will be denoted by U 2 , that is,
Now, we can write
where T ∈ C r×r and Y ∈ C (n−r)×r .
The expression (2.1) for A is also valid when A is nonsingular (in this case T is an n × n nonsingular matrix and Y and the null blocks are absent). Notice that N (A) ⊥ = R(A * ). Let us also remark that T and Y in (2.1) can be chosen so that they satisfy a useful relation [16, Corollary 6] , providing a powerful tool for characterization of various classes of matrices [9] . However, we choose T and Y under the condition that Y * Y is diagonal, as we state in the following remark (in this case, the nice relation from [16, Corollary 6] is not preserved). 
where
First let us consider the question of when a special matrix is idempotent, tripotent, or involutory. This special matrix X is a Hermitian matrix of the saddle-point type (such matrices are used to solve the saddle-point problem [4] ). It is assumed to be Hermitian because it will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.6 setting
with U, T, Y as in Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.2.
Lemma 2.4. Let X ∈ C n×n be a Hermitian matrix and suppose that there exist r < n, a Hermitian matrix A ∈ C r×r , and a matrix B ∈ C (n−r)×r of rank m such that B * B is diagonal with positive entries in the first m diagonal positions and
Then the following holds. 
Proof. (a) We have
Thus X 2 = X if and only if A 2 + B * B = A, BA = B, and BB * = 0. Since BB * = 0 if and only if B = 0, we get A 2 = A.
(b) We have
Then X 3 = X if and only if the following conditions hold:
Let us remark that (C3) can be obtained from (C1) and (C2): subtracting the equalities obtained multiplying (C1) by B * from the right and multiplying (C2) by A from the left, we first conclude B * BAB * = 0, then (BAB * ) * (BAB * ) = 0, and finally BAB * = 0.
If B is nonsingular, we get (i); if B is zero, we get (ii). Let us assume 0 < m < r and let D = B * B. By the assumption on B, we get that D = diag(E, 0), with E ∈ C m×m a positive definite diagonal matrix. Let us observe the following conditions:
Clearly, (C1) and (C1') are the same conditions. Notice that (C2) ⇔ (C2') and (C3) ⇔ (C3'). Namely, (C2) ⇒ (C2') and (C3) ⇒ (C3') are obvious. Conversely, if (C2') holds and we set M = A 2 B * + B * BB * − B * , then (C2') yields M M * = 0, hence M = 0; if (C3') holds and we set N = BAB * , then (C3') yields N * N N * = 0, which implies N = 0. Therefore, X 3 = X if and only if the conditions (C1'), (C2') and (C3') hold. with P ∈ C m×m Hermitian, W ∈ C (r−m)×m , and Z ∈ C (r−m)×(r−m) Hermitian. Since D = diag(E, 0), with E ∈ C m×m , we conclude that (C3') is equivalent to EP E = 0. Since E is invertible, P = 0. The condition (C2') is equivalent to W * W E + E 2 = E and ZW E = 0. Since E is invertible, we conclude W * W + E = I and ZW = 0. Furthermore, (C1') is equivalent to
Taking into account E = I − W * W, ZW = 0, and W * Z = 0, we conclude Z 3 = Z. Let us partition It can be easily verified that any of (i), (ii), (iii) implies X 3 = X. 
It is easy to see that the converse is also true.
The desired results on the {k + 1}-potency of the Hermitian/skew-Hermitian parts of a complex matrix now immediately follow from Lemma 2.1, Lemma 1.1, and Lemma 2.4. . This implies n = 2r, H(T ) = 0, and
] is unitary, which corresponds to case (i) in (I)-(b) of Theorem 2.6. Then H(A)
k+1 = H(A) = 0 1 1 0 for all even k.
The previous example shows that there exists a matrix A such that It is easy to see that
When X is nonsingular, the problem of the {k + 1}-potency of X is reduced to X k = I. If X is the Hermitian/skew-Hermitian part of a matrix A then part (c) of Lemma 2.4 is applicable and the following results can be easily obtained.
Notice that in this case the condition Y = 0 can be only formally fulfilled, that is, it holds if and only if Y and the null blocks are absent. 3. An algorithm to check the {k + 1}-potency of H(A). In this section we design an algorithm to decide whether H(A) is {k + 1}-potent when k is odd, by using an SVD of a matrix A.
Let A = r j=1 σ j u j v * j be a (reduced) SVD of a nonzero matrix A ∈ C n×n with {u 1 , . . . , u r } and {v 1 , . . . , v r } two orthonormal sets of column vectors of C n and σ 1 ≥ σ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ σ r > 0. It is well known that rank(A) = r and N (A) ⊥ = span{v 1 , . . . , v r }. Defining
we have that A = U r ΣV * r , which implies that AV r = U r Σ because 
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Notice that, in general, U r and V r are not unitary matrices.
ALGORITHM: This algorithm decides whether H(A) is {k + 1}-potent when k is odd.
Input: A square matrix A.
Step 1. Compute a (reduced) SVD of A and set U r , V r , and Σ as before.
Step
Before we proceed to justify this algorithm, we illustrate it with an example by using MATLAB R2010b (Version 7.11.0.584). Let
An SVD of A is 
We now consider a matrix R = v r+1 · · · v n whose columns form an orthonormal basis of N (A), that is AR = 0. Define the unitary matrix V = V r R . Now we get
that is, A has the form (2.1). In the sequel we recall Remark 2.2. There exist a unitary matrix W ∈ C r×r and a diagonal (positive definite) matrix 
Suppose H(A) k+1 = H(A) for some odd k ∈ N. We apply part (I)-(a) of Theorem 2.6 and we conclude:
In other words, u 1 , . . . , u r are orthonormal to v r+1 , . . . , v n , and thus u 1 , . . . , u r ∈ span{v 1 , . . . , v r }. Therefore, there exists M ∈ C r×r such that
Multiplying (3.2) by V * r from the left and using (3.1), we deduce M = V * r U r . Inserting this in (3.2), we get U r = V r V * r U r .
• H(T N ) is idempotent, which is equivalent to H(V * r U r Σ) is idempotent.
We now suppose that U r = V r V * r U r holds and H(V * r U r Σ) is idempotent. By Theorem 2.6, the algorithm will be justified if we check that Y N = 0. This fact follows from
We can also deduce the following result.
Proof. By the above, we have that
The considered SVD assures that R(U r ) = R(A) and R(V r ) = R(A * ). Now we have R(A) ⊆ R(A * ). Since A and A * have the same rank, we also have R(A * ) ⊆ R(A). Hence A is an EP matrix.
We end this section noticing that similar results can be obtained for S(A). Proof. It follows by induction on the size of the matrix T. If n = 1, the conclusion is evident. Suppose n > 1 and that the result is valid for every (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix. Let Since H(T ) 3 = H(T ), the eigenvalues of H(T ) are in the set {−1, 0, 1}. Then the eigenvalues of H(T ) 2 are in the set {0, 1}. Thus there exists a unitary U ∈ C n×n such that
ELA
with r ≤ n. If we write
Since U is unitary, we have 
Final remarks.
As we have pointed out in the introduction, the Hermitian part of a matrix is used in applications. For example, for a non-Hermitian positive definite linear system, the Hermitian and skew-Hermitian parts of its coefficient matrix were used to design generalized conjugate gradient method by Concus and Golub in [10] , and they were also used to construct inner-outer iteration methods by Axelsson, Bai, and Qiu in [1] .
For a Hermitian matrix X, we denote by X > 0 the fact that X is positive definite and by X ≥ 0 that X is positive semidefinite. We end this paper with a characterization for the positive semidefiniteness of H(A).
Let X ∈ C n×n be a Hermitian matrix and suppose that there exist r < n, a Hermitian matrix A ∈ C r×r , and a matrix B ∈ C (n−r)×r of rank m such that B * B is diagonal with positive entries in the first m diagonal positions and 
We conclude that D = 0 and F = 0, which implies B = 0 and A = C * C + E * E ≥ 0.
It is easy to see that X ≥ 0 if and only if U * XU ≥ 0 for all unitary matrices U . By the above, the following proposition holds. Similar results were obtained in [2] . 
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